
Make your data come alive.

Enterprise Storage
@ the Speed of Memory

Built on a next-gen solid-state storage architecture, Tegile IntelliFlash arrays support different grades of storage 
media and configurations (NVMe, all-flash, and hybrid-flash), intelligently managing the placement of data to 
maximize performance and economics.

Enable dramatic acceleration of data access across SAN and NAS protocols, protect data from accidental disas-
ters, and deliver significant capacity — all from a single flash platform.

Application Acceleration

85%
Quicker Response

Data Consolidation

66%
More Density

OPEX Reduction

72%
Lower Power & Heat

Business Transformation

76%
More Productivity

High-Density
Flash Arrays

HD2040–400
HD2080–1400

All-Flash
Arrays

T4600       T4700
T4800

Hybrid
Arrays

T4100       T4200
T4630       T4860

NVMe
Arrays

N5200     N5800

Converged
Infrastructure

IntelliStack

Scale up in performance
AND capacity

Replicate between all-flash
AND hybrid configurations

Native support for SAN
AND NAS protocols

Inline compression
AND deduplication

Tegile IntelliFlash Product Portfolio

IntelliCare
Cloud Management

IntelliFlash OS
Operating Environment



“Tegile blew us away with 
its speed and economics.”

Rob Sheppard
Data Center Manager

“Tegile’s IntelliFlash HD 
offers efficient economics 
and powerful density.”

Tab Butler
Sr. Director of Media Management

“I’ve been in the IT 
business for 25 years and 
this is the strongest 
customer support I have 
seen.”

Vincent Lo
VP, Applications & Support

About Western Digital®
Western Digital creates environments for data to thrive. The company is driving the innovation needed to help customers capture, preserve, 
access and transform an ever-increasing diversity of data. Everywhere data lives, from advanced data centers to mobile sensors to personal 
devices, our industry-leading solutions deliver the possibilities of data.

Western Digital® data-centric solutions are marketed under the G-Technology™, HGST, SanDisk®, Upthere™ and WD® brands.

Western Digital, the Western Digital logo, G-Technology, HGST, SanDisk, Tegile, Upthere and WD are registered trademarks or trademarks of 
Western Digital Corporation or its affiliates in the US and/or other countries.

www.tegile.com

Exceeding Customer Expectations

We all know that things happen in IT. It is how those 
circumstances are handled that matters. Tegile customers are 
consistently blown away how responsive our support team is 
and how willing they are to go the extra mile – even if the 
problem’s root cause isn’t ours.
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Partnering with the Giants in the Industry

Tegile works closely with the leading hardware and software manufacturers to ensure you get the best 
performance out of your data center.


